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Praise be to Allah, the lord of the worlds, the beneficent, the merciful, owner of the Day of Judgment and (peace be up on him) by Prophet Mohammed IBN Abdullah who sent of the Mercy to the worlds and his family and companions and then:

I would like to write for the Administrator of Art because interest at the present world, and they put rolls and contemporary controls, and all they put we can’t make less but that’s proper at Islamic religion and prophet Mohammed (peace be up one him) he had good words and deeds in the golden period from Islamic and he had also (peace be up on him) best example and best Acts at modern and contemporary art and more and more… and biography of the prophet it’s comprehensive in golden rules in the modern contemporary Art. God Almighty says (Ye have indeed in the Messenger of Allah a beautiful pattern (of conduct) for any one whose hope is in Allah and the Final Day, and who engages much in the praise of Allah) Ahzab (21)

He has indeed in the messenger of Allah a beautiful pattern (of conduct) for any one whose hope is in Allah and the final day, and who engages much in the praise of Allah). In this search will discuss about (5) chapter and conclusion, and about the abstract will talk about the definition of the management of each chapter:

Chapter one (1):
- Skills of the prophet Mohammed (peace be up on him) and take Advice from him.

Chapter Two (2):
- Concern of the Prophet (peace is upon him) to take advantage of innovative ideas on the other.

Chapter Two (3):
- Skills of the Prophet (peace be upon him) to motivate his companions and transmit the spirit of competition, including.

Chapter Two (4):
- Skills of the prophet (peace be upon him) in Authorization and distribution of responsibilities.

Chapter Two (5):
- Skills of the prophet (peace be upon him) stability when making the decision.

The Purpose of a Conclusion and result:
To summaries everything you've learnt from the essay and to highlight your understanding. It may also direct what you've identified in your piece of work and what could be done for the future i.e. if your essay was about some issue currently taking place.

Ahadeeth verses more and more I just denoted by the important thing of it.
We ask God Almighty to make our work purely for face Cream